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     EDITORIAL  
Our young ringers did themselves and the Guild proud in the RWNYC recently held in Worcester. The 
report by Howell Williams really warms the heart for the future of our art.                                                                                    

Church closures are on many peoples’ lips and there is correspondence from the President of the Central 
Council,  Simon Linford, and a few thoughts of our own for you to ponder on. 

The end of 2021 will mark the 9th year that Sue and I have edited the Guild Newsletter and we have 
decided to retire. We hope that our successor(s) will enjoy the role as much as we have and we are 
grateful for the help and contributions from so many of you during our tenure. 
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     NO LONGER WITH US 
 
FRANK MELLOR of HINCKLEY passed away 13th June 2021 
 
FRANK LAPWORTH of CLAYBROOKE passed away 28th August 2021 
 
 
     100 CLUB DRAW RESULT 
July 
1st Prize :-  117    2nd:-  126  3rd  :-  131 
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August 
1st Prize :-  123    2nd :-  157  3rd : -  43 
September 
1st Prize :-  116     2nd :-  156  3rd  :-100 
      
    ROPE STORE     
 

 LDG Rope Store - located in the ringing chamber at Twyford church, Melton District 

 Last updated 8th July 2021 by Pete Brown    
 Condition 1=good, 2= ok but with splices, 3= for occasional use only   
         
 Rope No. Condition Sally Colour Splices Top length (feet)  Tail Length (feet)   
 2 2 RWB 1 33 10   
 3 2 RWB 2 28 11   
 6 2 Green/Yellow 1 23 13   
 7 3 RWB 2 36 12   
 11 3 RWB 1 38 9   
 14 2 Blue 0 35 9   
 15 2 RWB 0 36 10   
 17 2 RWB 0 31 8   
 18 3 RWB 1 43 10   
 19 2 RWB 1 41 10   
 20 3 RWB 1 41 11   
 21 2 RWB 1 41 10   
 22 2 RWB 1 45 11   
         
 Note if you need a longer top end than shown I can try to splice the length needed 

 Ropes reallocated since June 2017 = 9     
         
 Ropes 15 and 22 suitable for heavy bells    
         

Peter Brown 
     CHURCH CLOSURES??? 
 
You will all have heard various rumours about impending church closures in recent times and, during the 
pandemic and accompanying “lockdowns’, there have been articles in various national publications on the same 
theme. 
Church closures are not new and Leicestershire has been no less affected that other areas of the country. However 
such closures have tended to be occasional and “one at a time” which is completely different to one article I read 
in a national newspaper which suggested the Church of England is conducting a nationwide review to consider the 
closure of many churches and “mothballing’ many more. 
There are better qualified people than me to discuss the benefits and/or disadvantages if the above suggestion 
comes to pass. In taking a rather selfish view my concern is principally about the bells. 
When I began ringing in 1958 I could attend a  practice every weekday night in the centre of Leicester. The bells of 
All Saints were transferred to Sproxton and the church became and remains redundant. The ten bells of St. John 
the Divine were transferred to Peterborough Cathedral and the building was converted to flats. The bells at St 
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Marks had not been rung regularly for many years and were shipped over to Goulburn, New South Wales in 
Australia where they form part of a ring of twelve. The building has been converted to a restaurant. 
The eight bells at St Saviours were removed and melted down. The church stands empty and unused to this day. 
The experience of the centre of Leicester is not uncommon; the good thing being that, with the exception of St. 
Saviours, all the bells were put to good use. I suggest that if the trickle of closures increases we could potentially be 
faced with problems on a scale completely new to us. 
Fortunately, the Central Council has taken a proactive role in trying to smooth potential future problems and a 
reply I received from the President, Simon Linford, is both informative and encouraging. 
It is printed below for your perusal :- 
  
 
‘This is very high on our agenda, and the awareness of the issue has certainly shifted in both 
the Church and Historic England over the last year or so. One of the members of the Covid Recovery group, Mark 
Betson, is National Rural Officer of the CofE so his role pre and post Covid was a member of the Mission and 
Public Affairs team, so very close to the subject of needing to find more use for churches in rural areas. We have 
definitely converted Mark to an understanding of ringing,  how bells can be part of keeping a church open, but 
also how bells should be moved before a church becomes closed. Historic England get that too- they appreciate 
that leaving bells in a redundant church is a bad idea. Mark Regan has developed a very good relationship with 
Diana Evans, who is Historic England’s leader on church buildings. 
 
The Church has published its Mission in Review which I reported on in my last blog. It’s important because it 
represents a move by the Church to accelerate the disposal of churches, but also investigate how underused 
churches can be kept open. This is generally positive, although ringers might be nervous about how the Church is 
accelerating the disposal process. They need to accelerate it because the disposal process is currently at least five 
years too long, and it leaves buildings deteriorating in limbo, and bells usually inaccessible. Ringing can help a 
church that is in the disposal process- ringers visiting and checking a building for the insurers rather than a 
negative. I think the position will change in insurance- there have been examples where lack of insurance cover has 
been cited as a reason for no ringing. Overall though the Mission in Review is looking to find meantime and long 
term uses for buildings that doesn’t see them closed or sold off altogether. We just need to be embedded in the 
process, and we have a much warmer seat at the table than we ever have had before. 
 
This is where I ‘declare a professional interest as I am a property developer specialising in historic buildings and I 
am focusing on churches now. I own two, both of which would have lost access to the bells had they not been 
owned by me, so I can see exactly how bells can be lost but also how to get them out. We learned a lot from 
Hanley, where the conversation officer’s preference was for them to be protected and not rung at Hanley, rather 
than taken out! I have a ring of 8 at Blakenhall, and although I am now selling that one, I have a provision in the 
sale that allows the bells to be taken out at any time in the next three years to allow the local association to move 
them. When I talk to the CofE disposal team (they call me now) it is clear it is the Grade ll listed building they will 
sell because they are easier for developers. Anything Grade ll that is underused in a rural area is likely to get sold. 
 
The Churches Conservation Trust has become a key partner and they are very pro-bells now. The CCT gets all 
closed churches that are Grade l listed, and maybe a few Grade ll. But really just Grade l because they are 
impossible to sell for alternative use. I wouldn’t touch one! They see bell ringing as a very important thing for them 
because bell ringing attracts visitors and keeps churches open. All Souls, Bolton has been very successful for them, 
and we are helping them make the bells at Holy Trinity, Sunderland a ringing centre. The Old Lion, Northampton 
is an important project for ringing with the CCT. We have now agreed a process with them and the CofE whereby 
the consideration of bells will become a formal part of the vesting process-so when the CCT get told they will be 
getting a new building, we will be included in the consultation process and will do a report on the bells, working 
with the local association to ascertain whether it is a ring worth keeping or ring we need to move. We are trialling 
this process on a church in Cornwall (bells are rubbish, won’t get rung, give them to Keltek for re-homing). 
 
Most of the ringing community has been thinking it is the closure of churches, particularly in rural areas, that is the 
biggest risk for ringing. However, there is another threat which needs a different approach, and that is the takeover 
by the evangelic wing of the CofE of large urban churches. The evangelicals generally do not want bells- the idea 
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of calling to worship does not sit easily with them, and they certainly don’t need ringers ringing for their own 
satisfaction. They would rather use the bell tower for something else. At St Saviour’s, Reading, for instance, you 
can have the bells for peal ringing but you cannot ring up for a service. Several of the city of London 12 bell 
towers are under threat. In the Oxford Diocese, 60% of the total parish share income is coming from evangelical 
churches so the CofE take them very seriously. If they can hand over a big church to them they will. 
 
The solution with the evangelicals only lies in the ringers becoming an active part of the congregation to the degree 
ringers have not done in recent years. They have achieved it at St. John’s Hackney, and after some years of 
diplomacy they have got ringing going again at Brighton (which was taken over by HTB and the ringing chamber 
turned into an office. Birmingham was lucky that St. Martin’s was not handed over and HTB built a new church 
which seats 2000 elsewhere in the city. 
 
This is one of the reasons why the Clerical Guild is developing their paper on the Theology of Ringing, to put 
across a different perspective of what bells do and how they can sit alongside all forms of worship. Getting the 
Clerical Guild away from just being a social group to being an active advocate has been very important. 
 
So, is there anything else we can do? Probably. We have talked about setting up some sort of ‘early warning system 
so churches and rings of bells that local ringers think are at risk can be flagged and put on the radar. In addition to 
what local ringers know, we centrally have access to more information- we may be a bit clearer on what the 
disposal process might be. The level of listing is important. The competence of the Diocese is important. Such a 
database, which could probably be built on top of the Dove database, could be looked after by the Strategic 
Stakeholders working group, which is why I copied Mark in. 
 
Overall though, we may have to accept that over the next 10 years or so there will be a significant drop in the 
number of churches with bells available for ringing despite our best efforts. We will have to look for places to 
move the best ones to, we might end up trying to buy some buildings to be retained as ringing centres, which 
could then be even more active. 
That would bring into stark relief quite how expensive it is to own a church with a ring of bells!!! 
Early warning is a good starting point.’ 
 
Simon Linford 
 
My personal view is that bells will be low on the list of consideration when a decision is to be made about a church 
closure or ‘mothballing’. 
The fact that a church possesses a particularly fine ring of bells will not, I fear, have the slightest effect on the 
future of the building. 
The next few years will provide associations and guilds such as ours with problems not hitherto seen. Many 
questions will be raised and hard decisions made. 
 For example, if we have access to a closed church to ring the bells who will be responsible for the upkeep and any 
financial demand?  
Will the BRF Allocations Committee need some reassurance about the future of a church before making a grant? 
 Although it is fair to assume that some schemes may not get off the ground if there is any suggestion of closure or 
‘mothballing’. 
Suffice to say we are forewarned and, as the C of E, is not famous for making rapid discussions we hopefully have 
some time on our side. 
 
    FROM THE CENTRAL COUNCIL 
 
We have received frequent requests for advice about CO2 monitors. Viability on the internet fluctuates: several 
makes are currently (21/8/21) available online, but the government’s decision to fund them for all English schools 
may affect this. 
 
It is vital that any monitor should be of the NDIR type. For recording values (rather than just having a display), 
look for a monitor that, as well as a real time display, has a USB or PDF output (not just a USB connection for 
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calibration)/ Their high cost suggests that you may wish to consider sharing them between towers, or purchasing 
as Branch, Association or Guild resource. 
 
Models that have been recommended are:- 
Arenet4 
Curconsa CO2 Meter 
Dracal Pico CO2 (NB ships from Canada and needs laptop) 
 
David Pouncey’s article on CO2 monitoring can be found here https://cccbr.org.uk/coronavirus/carbon-dioxide-
monitoring-whilst-ringing/ 
We have received frequent requests o 
Central Council.  
  
It is vital that any monitor should be of th  OBITUARY  -Frank Mellor 
 
Dad learnt to ring, when in his late teenage years at Sapcote, just after the War time ban was lifted, being taught by 
Ernie Brown. I’m not sure why he went to Sapcote, but it might have had something to do with the number of 
girls being taught there at the time.  
He enrolled on a bricklaying course at Hinckley College, stopping him going to Sapcote, but when the evening 
class ended there was enough time for him to dash to St Mary’s Hinckley to join in the practice there, eventually 
becoming a fulltime member of the Hinckley band. He was going to become a member of the Midland Counties 
Guild, but Alf Ballard told him not to bother as a new Leicester Guild was to be formed. Dad was among the early 
members of the Guild. 
The Hinckley band at the time, under Alf Ballard, rang Double Norwich, Kent and Stedman as standard Sunday 
Service ringing. Dad rang his first peal at Hinckley in 1947 aged 18. He rang the tenor to Stedman Triples in 2 
hours 58 mins. Stedman was always his favourite ringing. In total Dad rang 9 peals, 8 drumming behind and 1 on 
the treble, the latter being for his 21st Birthday at Stoney Stanton.  
The Priest in Hinckley began to insist that the ringers must stay to a Sunday service, and some of the ringers left as 
a result, Dad stayed on and negotiated with him to a satisfactory outcome, it was at that time Dad became Tower 
Captain. When the priest retired, and the new one arrived, a meeting was called for him to meet the ringers. The 
former Tower Captain returned at the meeting and announced he would be taking over, so unfortunately Dad left, 
I think this was in the late 1950’s.  
Dad would often talk to me about his ringing days, and when I took up the art, he showed an interest in my 
activities. His return to ringing was quite unexpected, one Saturday a ringer dropped out of a wedding at Burbage 
at very short notice, so I managed to persuade Dad to step into the breech. Having not rung for around 30 years, 
his first moments on the rope were somewhat hairy, but he soon found his feet, and from then on, his ringing 
career was reborn.  
Hinckley became his home tower again regularly ringing for Sunday service and weddings, he was instrumental in 
resurrecting ringing outings and ringing for New Year. While he was still able to drive, he would attend the practice 
at Claybrooke. 
When he stopped driving, after a knee operation, he still rang at Hinckley. As I set off to ring at Burbage, he would 
be on his Mobility Scooter heading to Hinckley.  
Ringing became an important part of his life, he loved the fellowship and friendship of many ringers, as he joined 
with me at Guilsborough Branch meetings, Saturday evening meetings of the Four Shires Guild, practices at 
Coventry Cathedral, Shipston on Stour and many more. 
Dad would often stand behind the ringer on the 4th bell whenever Stedman was called for to watch what they were 
doing. “One dodge and in slow” he would say. I asked him how he knew that, but he didn’t know, “I just know it 
he said”. Whilst investigating the ringing records at Hinckley, Chris Sansome unearthed a quarter peal of Stedman 
Triples with Dad ringing the 4th, so answering the question, but Dad had no recollection of it whatsoever. 
Dad stopped ringing in his early 80’s when it became too hard for him and climbing ladders and stairs was all but 
impossible. He would still join with me and was quite happy to sit in his wheelchair and watch and listen to the 
ringing. He would often say to people when they asked him why he was a bellringer “Because you can go to 
beautiful parts of this country to go to a church that you wouldn’t give a second thought of going to and seeing 
something that makes you stop and think”. 

https://cccbr.org.uk/coronavirus/carbon-dioxide-monitoring-whilst-ringing/
https://cccbr.org.uk/coronavirus/carbon-dioxide-monitoring-whilst-ringing/
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A peal was rung for his 90th Birthday at Hinckley, I had the pleasure of “drumming behind”, it took 3 hours and 8 
mins, my excuse was being a bit older than he was when he rang. 
I am so grateful to the band who were able to ring Stedman on handbells prior to Dad’s funeral; it was a fitting 
send off. 
Martin Mellor 
 
LDG Young Ringers Group – RWNYC 2021 Update – Climbing to new heights in Worcester ! 
 
Shortly after taking over the role of “Coach” for LDG’s “Rising Ringers” under-19s*** Group 
from Mark Pendery - the COVID Pandemic struck – all Bellringing stopped & the Ringing World 
sponsored National Youth Competition Day [RWNYC] 2020 was itself “postponed indefinitely”... 
*** RWNYC ringer age eligibility is “under 19” so that those ringers who are still at School/6th 
Form College, yet have already had their 18th Birthday, can still take part. 
Once the UK Government began to relax COVID Social Distancing measures, it was announced 
that RWNYC 2021 was now scheduled to take place at Worcester on Sep 11th. At the end of 
June, with trepidation as to whether any young ringers would turn up/their families would be 
happy for them to ring, & after numerous email exchanges between LDG President Sally Brown, 
Mick Angrave, Mark Pendery & myself we decided to book Loughborough Bellfoundry Bells for 
an initial “re-startup” of the LDG’s Young Ringers Practice – the thinking (based around these 
Guidelines): 

1. ‘Foundry Bells are light/fairly easy to ring (tho’ not necessarily to “strike”!) for Young Ringers 
2. The ringing room is fairly large/airy, & a thru draft can be achieved by opening both windows 
3. It avoided trying to find & book a Church Tower - when current local circumstances may not be 

fully known/understood (e.g. the local Band may not yet be fully back Ringing &/or the Vicar 
may have “an issue” with allowing the Bells to be used by an external Youth Group (“unknown” 
ringers) during the ongoing Pandemic) 

In the event the initial & subsequent weekly ‘Foundry Practices (due to the looming Sep RWNYC 
Date & UK Summer Hols period) were sufficiently well-supported to make it very worthwhile – 
my Grateful Thanks to the Young Ringers & their Families, & to Sally & Mick’s support for that! 
We even had “visitors” from Derby DA at one meeting – we hope to continue that relationship 
& to re-establish contacts with other Young Ringer Groups (e.g. the “Lincolnshire Poachers” 
who joined us pre-COVID). 
Due to the length of time having passed (approx 18months) we knew that we would be “losing” 
some Young Ringers (now over-age for the RWNYC itself) due to “moving on” in their personal 
lives – but we are very pleased to have some new joiners this year. Also, for the RWNYC, the 
Ringing World has extended previous RWNYC Rules to now allow 6-Bell Bands (as well as 8-Bell 
Bands) – which was perfect for our existing 2021 Group... 
Pre RWNYC Day numerous email exchanges took place with the Organisers (primarily David Hull 
& Mark Regan) – for clarifications & so on. These were all speedily answered & resolved – my 
thanks to David & Mark for that – allowing me to keep our Group fully updated...  
The last two practices prior to RWNYC Day were held at Barrow-upon-Soar (many thanks Ian!) – 
as we wanted the Band to experience ringing on Bells (Barrow’s “front six”) we hoped would be 
similar to the RWNYC Competition Tower (St Martins-in-the-Cornmarket Worcester), & to have 
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(for first practice at Barrow at least) the experience of turning up at a Tower they had not rung 
at before (except Eliza!) – as if it was the Day of the Competition. 
The Organisers had had glossy Programmes printed – these were handed out at the practice the 
night before Competition Day (providing Tower postcodes & “What3Words” addresses), along 
with our Group’s very smart “LDG 75 Years” logo’d Polo shirts (see photo’s later) - many thanks 
to Sally for organising these, & to LDG for funding the Young Ringers shirts. 

 
RWNYC 2021 – Competition Day: 
We all met up at 09:45 at our first Tower of the Day – Brabourne (8Bells 10cwt) approx 10mins 
drive north of Worcester City Centre. Due to our tight schedule we arranged to be allowed to 
ring first (there were probably only 2 or 3 other Groups waiting), & dutifully queued at the 
Tower Door awaiting the Steward to let us ascend the Tower (our “first steps of the Day”). The 
Steward was Lizzy Pawley – Granddaughter of the late Julian Pawley (Thurnby) – she was 
amazed when I explained some of us knew her family very well (& I hold her Grandfather’s old 
“100 Club Number”!!).  
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Fig 1. Brabourne Ringing Chamber 

 
Fig 2. Brabourne Ringing - in full flight! 
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I’ll leave description of the Day’s ringing to our Young Ringers (see later), however when we 
finally came down the Tower we were met with a “Sea of Ringers” – the Churchyard appeared 
to be full of Groups from all over the Country! 
We got a bit stuck in traffic trying to get back into the City (there was another “Big Event” 
happening near the University), but we managed to get parked up alongside the River Walk 
(Copenhagen St Car Park) & set off along the River Walk to the Cathedral. Having found the 
correct Cathedral Entrance & being “waved through” by the ladies there as “you’re exempt” 
(though we never found out what we were exempt from...!), we found the door to go up the 
Tower. We awaited Mark Regan & Simon Linford to unlock & let both us & the “Yorkshire 
Tykes” ascend the Tower (it doesn’t look a long way up from outside the Cathedral, but...) – at 
least there’s a “rest” as you walk along above the Nave before tackling the final ascent to the 
Ringing Chamber from the “Ringing Simulator Room”. Although a couple of our Group elected 
not to ring on the heavy 12 Bells of the Cathedral (48cwt) - possibly “put off” by comments that 
they are “difficult” & “hard work” - those that did ring did themselves & us proud – quickly 
adapting to their Bells & ringing them with confidence (when the same could not always be said 
of others!) – particularly those who would happily describe themselves as “inexperienced 
Ringers”, & “kudos” to Lewis who did exceptionally well both on the 48cwt Tenor & on the 11th.  

 
Figs 3.  Worcester Cathedral Ringing Chamber – Awaiting Simon Linford’s “Welcome to 
Worcester Cathedral” speech before we can ring! 
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Fig 4. Who knew? Cathedral Ringing, on heavy-going Bells... 
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Fig 5. ... with Morgan & Lewis around the Back End... 
 

 
Fig 6. ... IS fun ! 
After a few rings at the Cathedral we had to leave to ensure we arrived, as required, at St 
Martins 15mins before our Competition ringing “slot”. 

 
Fig 7. Outside St Martins-in-the-Cornmarket – our Groups Call Changes Competition Tower! 
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When we arrived at St Martins (10, 6-2cwt) across the City Centre (ably navigated there by 
Jacob’s Dad Chris – using a mobile Map app) we were actually a little early – so there was time 
for a chat, photos & even for Lewis & Mile’s Dad Michael to ring some Handbells! 

 
Fig 8. LDG’s RWNYC 2021 Band – awaiting to ascend St Martins for their Competition Ring 
Band as photo, Left to Right: 
Joe Green (5th) 
Eliza Lewis-Skeath (3rd) 
Lewis Benfield (Conductor – Treble) 
Miles Henshaw (2nd) 
Morgan Williams (Reserve)* 
Thomas (Tom) Bullock (4th) 
Jacob Peace (Tenor) 
 
During our practice ring, I was sitting next to the Tower Steward – who commented to me that 
he was impressed that our Team were NOT rushing the ringing of these light Bells, that they 
were ringing them at what he considered was the right speed for these Bells (the way he put it 
implied others had “rushed”).  
After our Competition ring (ably Conducted again this year by Lewis) we adjourned to a nearby 
Weatherspoon’s for Lunch - though there was a difference of opinion over which was the 
shortest route to go to get to it, between the apps on Chris’s & Joes’ phones! Suitably refreshed 
we returned to our Cars & headed back out north of the City to Claines (10 13-3cwt). In fairness 
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no-one would say Claines Bells are “rewarding”, but we still enjoyed our ringing - the Bells are 
fairly easy to ring & being a groundfloor ring at least there are NO Stairs! 

 
Fig 9. Pulling off at Claines – the Treble “silent” within the groundfloor Ringing Chamber! 

 
Fig 10. At Claines - has anyone heard the Treble yet?! 
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After ringing at Claines we headed back into Worcester, to Park Up & go to ring at All Saints (12 
20cwt) – our final Tower to ascend... (sorry no photo). 
After a brief ring at All Saints (the person in charge of the Tower wanted everyone to “GO” as 
soon as they’d rung – despite there not being enough ringers left in the ringing chamber to ring 
all 12 Bells...) we descended the Tower (hurrah!) – me to “grab” a much needed coffee & settee 
at the back of the Church, the Young Ringers & Supporters to “grab” the Ambergate Campanile 
mini-Ring that had been set-up in the Nave – meeting up with the Yorkshire Tykes again. 

 
Fig 11. Ambergate Campanile in Nave at All Saints Worcester 

 
Fig 12. ...Lewis is now NOT the only one to ring 2 Bells at once – GO Tom! 
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After a while it’s time to head back over to the Cathedral, where some of us visited the Stalls 
set-up in the Chapter House. Eliza & Lewis rang Handbells with the Handbell Workshop, Morgan 
persuaded his Dad to buy him a set of Ringing World ear buds (I managed to blag a Ringing 
World Pen!), & Eliza looks to have joined the newly-launched “Young Change Ringers 
Association”...! 
Then it’s round to “College Hall” to hear today’s RWNYC Competition Results (refer to RW for 
full Results) – unfortunately COVID-related “Rules” meant only the Young Ringers & their 
Leaders were allowed inside, but the Young Ringers made up for that by wildly applauding each 
Team as they were led up to receive their Medals (& occasionally we could hear the 
Parents/Supporters outside applauding too). LDG’s Team were awarded 10= in the Call Changes 
Competition (out of about 16), of which they (& we) are rightly proud. It must be remembered 
that many Assoc. were unable to field a Team this year (no doubt COVID-issues related), & that 
some Bands were actually made up of Young ringers from different areas – the Ringing world 
relaxing RWNYC Rules to allow (this year) Assoc. to submit a “half-Band” to be matched-up with 
another half-Band. 
 

 
Fig 13. LDG RWNYC 2021 Band proudly wearing their well-deserved Medals 
This year an Evening Social was laid on for those who chose to stay on – this included the 
“universal” food & drink (Pizza & Pop/Cola). There was intended to be a Quiz using a phone 
app, but gremlins meant that had to be cancelled. However there were some Games arranged 
outside on the Green (in the gathering evening darkness!) – a great time was had by all, but 
who’s the Mummy (?) remains a mystery (to those who weren’t there) - there being no 
cartouche (hieroglyphs name-plate)! 
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Fig 14. Who’s the Daddy...oops...Who’s the Mummy?! 
Following RWNYC Day we’re taking a short break – looking to re-start again in late October 
(post half-term) - announcements will be made!! It’d great to welcome even more LDG Young 
Ringers to our Group then... 
That’s more than enough from me – let’s hear what some of our new-to-the-Group Young 
Ringers think! 
Eliza – Home Tower Barrow-o-Soar: 
It was really nice to meet up with ringers of my own age and especially after the 
lockdown. We spent about two months getting ready for the competition and by the end 
of it we felt like we were really good friends and had formed a really good team. I was 
looking forward to the competition and I’m sure some were quite nervous but we knew 
that we were going there to participate and have fun. The weather was lovely and there 
were lots of exciting things to do during the day. For example there were: handbells, 
towers available for open ringing, a mini-ring and games at the evening social (as well 
as lots of pizza!). I tried out the handbells and they taught me to ring Plain Bob Minor on 
two bells which I had never done before. I also chatted to people from the Young 
Change Ringers Association and became a member and am looking forward to 
upcoming events. The best thing was before the results when teams were chatting to 
each other and I got to meet some really nice people from other groups across the 
country. I’m really glad I joined the young ringers as it’s been really nice to be part of 
such a fun group of people! Can’t wait for future practices and next year’s competition in 
Exeter! 
 
Joe – Home Tower Thurcaston: 
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On Saturday 11th September I was lucky enough to be able to represent Leicester at 
the national youth ringing competition in Worcester.  I started ringing three years ago 
when I joined All Saints church but this was my first ever competition and it was a great 
experience. We placed 10th in the competition but it was great to experience all the 
different towers in Worcester and I really enjoyed it. 
 
Tom – Home Tower Stoney Stanton: 
All my team met at the first church of the day and we went straight up the tower as we 
were the first group. We practised rounds and call changes with all but one of the main 
team for the assessed piece later that day but afterwards we were joined by other adults 
in the group. After the last person arrived, we rang rounds and call changes one more 
time and then left. 
Next, we went to the cathedral. It was huge and beautiful inside, but we didn’t have time 
to look inside as we had to get up the tower which took many steps but after that we 
went along a narrow bridge from the staircase to the main bell ringing rooms that went 
over the ceiling of the lofty cathedral. After another load of stairs, we arrived at the tower 
where we sat around the outside. First, the more experienced ringers rang rounds and 
call changes but after that anyone was allowed a go. I let others go first but then rang 
on the third and fourth ringing sessions. The bells were far heavier than any I had rung 
before, but I was only ringing the 4th! On my first attempt ringing rounds, I missed the 
sally, but I regained control and then, for the most part, got it all right from there. 
After that was over, we went across Worcester to St Martins in the Cornmarket to ring 
our assessed rounds and call changes. We arrived outside the boxy, brick building and 
had a team photo before going in. Inside, it was white with a nice grey carpet and huge 
windows. In the quick practice before we began being assessed, we realised how nice 
and easy the bells were to ring making the assessed piece easier. When we were being 
assessed, it went pretty well although a couple of mistakes were made. 
We went and had lunch then went to the countryside outside Worcester for the next 
church; it had a large set of bells and was in a small, ground floor room. When we went 
to ring, we were warned about the 4 as it was supposedly hard to ring with a short rope 
although it ended up being perfect for me as it meant I didn’t have to tie a figure-of-eight 
knot in the rope (as I usually have to do). 
The final church ended up having a pretty standard set of bells although two teams 
were booked for the same time so, I had to ring my rounds and call changes then leave 
to stop the tower from being too crowded. After our team was done, we had free time 
until the evening social but me and Jacob spent it learning to use the mini-ring set up in 
the centre of the last church. I had never used them, so it was a lot of fun learning to 
ring them, then learning to ring them one handed, then two at once. 
All teams collected outside a hall connected to the cathedral to be brought in to be told 
the winners. In the end, we came joint 10th which we weren’t disappointed about 
considering that we had only been ringing together for a few months. 
Finally, we ate and then went outside to mess around and play the games set out for us 
on the small field outside the hall. 
Overall, it was a great experience for learning to improve my knowledge and skill and 
especially good for getting to know the other members of my team and I will definitely 
be participating next year. 
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  FRANK AND BETTY LAPWORTH – Bellringers, Claybrooke, Leicestershire 
 
Frank always talked about his early days when he worked at the farm in Claybrooke Parva by the church.   He 
discovered that a bevy of girls were learning to ring in the church and so he went along and discovered Betty, 
beautiful with her blond hair and tiny waist, and that was the beginning.  After that he would cycle over , miles 
from his home in Walsall, just to see her.   That was in the 1940s and they were married in 1948. 
 
In the late 1970s David and Betsy Mountford came to Claybrooke, having been ringing in Brinklow, and they 
persuaded Frank and Betty to restart the ringing in Claybrooke.  I (Val) arrived in Claybrooke in 1982, walked by 
the church and heard the ringing and that was me hooked in.   Those 4 welcomed me in and taught me everything.    
 
Those were good days for ringing and we had quite a lot of people wanting to learn, youngsters and the not so 
young.   Eventually Frank took over from David as tower captain and proceeded to teach new learners and 
progress the ringing, often with the help of others from the District.  Wherever Frank went, Betty went too and 
was quietly supportive of everyone and sometimes vociferously independent about what she would do/or not.   
That was a notable thing about  that Frank and Betty team – the way they welcomed you in, created a happy and 
supportive atmosphere in the tower – they were easy to love.    The Claybrooke band were a busy but happy lot 
and Frank and Betty contributed an enormous amount to that. 
The list of the work they did is lengthy 
Running the weekly practices, and making sure we had bands for Sunday service 
Betty was a dedicated and meticulous treasurer for the band for many years 
Maintaining the bells, the belfry – often dirty and physically difficult jobs amongst the bells 
Organising yearly outings for the band and often inviting other bands to join 
Opening the tower to visiting bands and peal ringers 
Hosting district meetings and providing teas for ringers 
Organising Christmas meals in a local pub for the band 
Organising special events ringing, such as weddings, Christmas, harvest and remembrance services 
Opening the tower on Fete days, demonstrating ringing and supervising interested people to ‘have a go’.   In the 
early days, they even allowed people to go out on to the roof – definitely no-go nowadays! 
In addition, Frank and Betty often helped out at other local towers such as Bitteswell and Misterton.  They 
attended District meetings and outings and took part in striking competitions 
Frank used his printing skills to produce quarter peal and peal certificates for the band members.  He made outing 
brochures and bell chamber notices.   
He did a major piece of work after he retired.   He made an inventory of the bells, including details of the 
founders’ marks and then created a folder of certificates for all the peals that have been rung on the bells from 
1930 to 2014, listing who rang in them, on which bell and which method was rung. 
Frank was delighted to be able to achieve ringing in his own first and only peal on 6th November 2004, where he 
rang the 4th bell to a peal of 5012 Yorkshire Surprise Major in 3 hours and 2 minutes at the grand age of 76.  This 
peal was rung on the birthday of Mrs Seal who augmented the bells from 4 to 8 in 1929. 
Frank and Betty also rang in numerous quarter peals for special occasions such as band members’ birthdays or the 
inauguration of new clergy. 
Frank eventually handed over the role of ringing master to Tony Rowan but remained as tower captain until 2016.  
On 28th August 2016, there was a special service held in tribute to Frank’s retirement as Tower Captain.  This was 
attended by many in the ringing fraternity and conducted by Carol Brennand. 
As one band member (Sarah) commented recently, her memories of Frank and Betty were of this couple walking 
together, hand in hand, towards the tower, smiling in welcome, extending the love they had for each other to 
envelop everyone around them. 
 
Val Deacon 
     
    OBITUARY - MARY HILL (1934 – 2021) 
 
Mary was born in Erith, Kent, in May 1934.  Attending the local youth club, she met John, and they were married in 
1957. It was John who introduced her to bellringing and she was taught to ring by his father, Alf Hill, at Christ 
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Church, Erith (8, 17cwt), where they both rang for over 50 years. They were also very active in the Lewisham District 
and Kent County Association.  In 1998 they moved to Oadby, a year after Diana, Andrew, Nik and Becca moved 
up here, and soon became much valued members of the band at St Peter’s, and regulars at Harborough District 
events.   
At both Erith and Oadby, Mary was a loyal member of the church and a stalwart of the band, rarely missing service 
ringing or practice night.  She never rang any peals but enjoyed ringing quarter peals. Although she was probably 
happiest ringing well struck Grandsire Triples, she also rang a number of different surprise minor and major methods 
– although for some reason Double Norwich always seemed a step too far!  She also thoroughly enjoyed the social 
side of ringing, and a good ringing tea was always a hit. 
Beyond the ringing chamber, she was a wonderful wife to John, mother to Diana and Kate (and mother-in-law to 
Andrew) and ‘Nana’ to Nik and Becca.  She will long be remembered for her hospitality – never happier than when 
feeding friends and family: Sunday dinner for all the family was an institution.  She will be very much missed by the 
family, the ringers and the church.  One of our ringers described her very well: “A lovely lady with a wicked sense 
of humour”. 
Diana & Andrew Young 
and not rung at Hanley rather than taken out! I have a  
     PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
 
What a busy few weeks it’s been for the Guild! Many towers are now ringing again on a Sunday and several have 
restarted practice nights. Some towers, such as Oaks-in-Charnwood, have very poor ventilation and so ringing has 
not yet resumed. Many guild members have been pleased to be able to socialise together again in person rather 
than via Zoom and most ringers are being very sensible in their approach to minimising risks in relation to 
COVID. It’s so nice to see ringing resuming and to hear from members of the congregations who have missed the 
bells so much.  
Over the last couple of months, our younger ringers have started having fortnightly practices at both 
Loughborough Bell Foundry and Barrow-on-Soar in preparation for the Ringing World National Youth 
Competition. Our Leicestershire Rising Ringers and their parents travelled to Worcester in early September for a 
wonderful day of ringing, socialisation and entering the ringing competition. I had been looking forward to going 
to this for a long time, but sadly Richard and I contracted COVID and had to stay at home. The feedback I got 
from the youngsters and their parents was that they had a fantastic day and they certainly did the Guild proud with 
their competition ringing, ably conducted by Lewis Benfield. They certainly looked smart in their embroidered 
Guild 75th Anniversary polo shirts! The young ringers are already looking forward to regular practices and next 
year’s competition in Exeter. Please encourage any young ringers in your towers to join this very supportive and 
friendly group. 
Last weekend, a group of LDG members travelled to St Mary’s, Nottingham to represent the guild in the Robert 
B. Smith 12 bell competition. The organisation of the event was superb, with good food, beer and company. It was 
a wonderful opportunity for ringers to socialise, many having not seen each other for around 18 months. The 
trophy was won by the Melbourne band. We came at the opposite end of the rankings, but it’s the taking part that 
counts!  
Following the success of the 75th anniversary polo shirts for the young ringers and their supporters, I am planning 
on ordering more polo shirts for those who would like one. I am intending to offer polos (or t shirts, sweatshirts, 
hoodies, baseball caps, bags etc) with either the 75th Anniversary logo or the Guild logo embroidered on them. 
Please contact me via SallyBrown5040@gmail.com for more information.  
Finally, I have now retired from work and am finding that I am even more busy than usual! I am always happy to 
visit towers on practice nights, so please let me know if you’d like me and/or some other helpers to come along.  
 
The President 
     THANK YOU 
 
Former president Gwenyth Tyler was both touched and delighted to receive a Guild Mug, specially engraved to 
mark her time as President of the Leicester Guild. 
She added that not only had it been a complete surprise but felt that the gesture had been thoughtful and generous. 
(The Guild General Committee arranged for all past Presidents and our present incumbent to receive a guild Mug 
marking their individual time in office.) 

mailto:SallyBrown5040@gmail.com
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     ART CONFERENCE 
 
It is being held on Saturday 7th May at the Erdington Academy in Birmingham. Transport links are excellent as the 
Academy can be found within 1 mile off junction 6 of the M6. The conference is later in the year than usual in 
order to minimise the risk the event has to be cancelled due to a winter Covid-19 surge. In a break with tradition, 
the conference will be separate from the AGM, which will be held online on Saturday 5 March. 
  
The second day of the conference weekend, the 8th, will be hosted by the Stewardship and Management 
Workgroup of the CCCBR. Through the leadership of Alison Hodge, this workgroup offer advice and guidance on 
matters including insurance, tower management, risk assessment, church law, health and safety, etc.  
  
I thought it was important to emphasis the conference is open to anyone irrespective of ART Membership or even 
if they are an ART supporter or sceptic.  We aren’t talking about ART, we’re talking about ringing – sharing what 
other people are doing and talking about topical events. People are welcome to attend both or just one of the 
days.   
  
We are currently finalising the content and will send further details closer to the date. I am hoping you will take 
note of this date and if you could advertise the weekend in your Association or Guild, it will be appreciated. 
  
If you need any further information, please let me know. 
  
Anne Hall 
Kind regards 
  
Annie Hall 
    LDG NEWSLETTER EDITOR. 
 
As Sue and I retire from the Guild Newsletter editorship the Guild will be looking for a replacement 
editor. We can assure you that it is not too arduous, consisting mainly of receiving items from Districts 
and individuals for publication. You will find that there is a great deal of goodwill within the Guild and 
both members and others are keen to assist in contributing to the newsletter. 
If you are considering taking up the position but would like to know a little more then please feel free to 
talk to Sue or I (sue.mason4@btinternet.com). Alternatively just register your interest with the Guild 
Secretary, Carol Franklin. 
 
 

mailto:sue.mason4@btinternet.com)
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